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Xicflow cha:acteciatlca of variable cycle engines (YC£)
designed foc _ach 2.32 can have transonic airflow
:eguArements as high as 1.6 tines the c=uAae airflo.. Thls
is a foraldable regui:eaent fo_ conventional, high
perfo=aance, axiaymmet:ic, translating centerbody nixed
conp:eaeloa inlets. &m alan:mate inlet As defined where the
second cone o! a two cone cesta:body collapses to the
£nltlal cone angle to p=ovide a Imrge off-deslgn ai:flow
capabilltTw and incorporates mo4eat centarbody translation
to a£ninile spillage drag. ZatAmatea of t:anaom_c apAllag,
drag are competitive vlth thole ot conventional t_analatlng
cesta:body Anleta. the inlet,a cruise pe=forsaace exhibits
very low bleed regui_ememtn vlth good recovery and high

o angle of attack capability.

i

u XHTRODUC_XON

h anna: goal of the HI SI supernonic Cruise &irc:aft
helen:oh (SCAR) prog=an has bean to defame viable variable
cycle engimea,(VC2). The ai=flov characteriatlca of these
engines hmve ahova large variations tcaaaonAcolly, rot
examples engines designed fo= a cruise Haoh munbe: of 2.32
can have transonic airflow requirements of 1.3 to 1.6 tines
the cruise each numbs: al:£1ov. Rot having to de:ate the
ai=flow =eguirenenta tramaonioally could significantly
imp:eve the clash accelecation and subsonic cruAae
pedro=snare for a muperaonlc cruise hA=craft, Xt then
becomes important to design inlet systems that p=ovide the
tranlomic airflow capability chile maintainimg high internal
pc:roommate _ith minimum ,eight and drag.

Two-dimensional inlet oonceptm vAth collapsing :asps
easily neat all _| airflow requirements .bile aaimtaining

high internal iml:fo:mamce. However, the weigh_ and dragcharaceriatic8 are somewhat highe_ fo_ the tw dimensiomal
inlet than for azAaymantric inlets. _n axlaymnet:Ic inlet
with a translating cesta:body for off design operation, cam
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Some single cone inlet concepts s:e cbaracterl|ld £n
figure 1. Inlet A is a translating centerbody inlet mhose
maxisua transonic throat area is limited to the aces at the
coal lkp 8tatkon ahem the cents=body ks translated upstreaa.
For xaxkaus transonkc flow, thks scum must be only slkgbtly
loss than the mknkaus £ntorual area between the coal and the
centerbody support tube with the =ante=body translated
upstream. Per constant spied engines, type I £nlwts,
designed re= cruise _ach numbers besom 2.7, cannot provide
suffkckent transonic at=flea, reference 1. Houevor, this
£nlot does match the transonkc akrflov requkrumuntu for some
VC| typos that employ an inverse throttle schedule {ITS)
oFerstkon. Wkth IZS, mochankcal rotor speed ks marked such
that maxkmus rotor speed occurs at superaonkc cruila. For
ungknas of ogual akze, ITS engkne operation increases the
superuonkc crukse airflov sign_fkcantly over that for
constant-speed throttle schedule operatkon which results kn
larger inlet capture urea and increased transonic akrflo,.

An alternatkva to inlet I ks knlet B, vhich is a
=canals=Lag centurbody inlet with a comte=body auxklkary
akrfloa system. The increase kn maxkmumkales throat u=ea
of thks inlet over kales A ks approxkaately 8 percent. _n
additional degree of muchankcal couplexkty ks added to the
trunslatkon me=bunkum and the deskgn of the contecbody blood
systou becomes a complem cross-pasaageuay system vhkch
ducts the blood at=flea through struts transvucskng the
auxiliary m£rflov passage to the contorbody blood akrflow
vunto reference 2. Thks kales also rogukrea m control to
match the dkffusion In the tee ak:flov paths to avokd
ercesaive d£stor_on.

Inlet C Is typical of inlet systems wkth a 8knglu cone
collapsing canto=body that permkt_ high t_nnsonkc akrfloa
and matches o_ exceeds airflov demands of seat turbkne
engdnes. However, for thks £n_ot system, the cents=body ks
mechanically couples. _bo pressure variations along the
centorbody surface forces compartmentalisation of the
coati=body bleed system. The bleed poroakty on the
overlapping centerbody sugeaents mattes du:lng the
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i the large airflow capabilities of the collapsing recto=body
are desirable but not its cosplenIties. Zf the complexities

•t at a collapsing centerbody can eosehoe be =eaolvedw the
advantages •re •any. At takoo££ and approache the la=ge

throat a=ea rode©so the size of the auxiliary inlet•.' Problems of inlet noise suppre•slon at takeoff are r•duced
because of smaller anxIlta=y inlets. For •ubsonic c=uise,
the largo Oh=oat a=oa provides the means to high floe the
engine at thin condition. High fleeing the engine at

i sub•ohio CEnise reduce• tilt nellie bontail angle the•
reducing boata_l drag. Also, higher airflou capability
po=oit• largo= bypass =aria engines and Improved SFC.
Du=ing acceleration and climb opo=at_on, high inlet airfloe
capability, resulting fro• the large inlet throat area,
p_•its some VCEos to operate at their full potential and

i |_ : " may ov.n oil•taste the aged So= ,ft.rbu=n£ng. S£nc. _nl.tmarries re•friction• on engine ape=arian are a_n_•ized eith
_. - this type of inlet, engine cycle design could be e_hancod

" because of the larger inlet airfloe capability.

_:_rJ • The inlet my•tea, featured An this paper, uses a
collap•ing conterbody concept that could provide solutions

_ to the problem• plaguing this Inlet concept and i• shown in
_ fkgu=o 3. The inlet has a tee cone cents=body in which the

second cone collapsed with the subsonic d_ffusor csntorbody

:_ surface to the initial cone angle or beyond vhenmechanically foas£ablo. The problems of collapoing porous
blood surfaces and a coapertaontod contorbody are solved by

:._: having a single throat slot. The higher pressure on the
• ocond cone per•It• h£gho= bled pressures e£thout getting
recLrculat£on through the meals onto the cone •efface. Is
the contorbody in collapud, the inlet throat re•aims fixed
,£th proper design of the subsonic diffuse=. Any bleed
required on the cool i• nleays opposite the centorbody bleed
when the cent•rbody i• collapsed. Only longitudinal seals
for the collapsing c•ntorbody panels mould be reguIred. Th•
cool length fro• the lap to the Oh=oat £• •hart, loss than

., an Inlet ntdiusw reducing vetted area in the supersonic
"' diffuser •£th a concomitant bleed reduction.

Reference _ p=esonts result• fro• a bAcone inlet that
wan designed and tested at LoeSs a•soarch Center. At c=uino
operation, the inlet d•monstrated low bleed requires•no• (no
co•l bleed necessary) •tth high p_o•nure recove=y. The
angle of •track tolerance £e higher than th•t of similar
single cone lnledLn and the unetart transients are milder
than then of • _tngle cone thief, =eferonco 5.

Design of the _o cone aLtsyssetrlc sited compression
Inlet Is based on _ method of charactorist_c• solution
described £n reference 6. Independent parameters used to
deccTIbo a particular design •co sheen In figure 3. Cool
lip potation Is determined slth the requirement that the

1g7801 g182-TSA06
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initial cone shock intercept the cowl lip or spill a small
amount (about onPhnIf pe=cont of capture ann fins) around

the cowl lip ::: Improved angle of nttack capability.Selection of second cone angle then determines the
interNction of the first and second cones, such that the
second cone shock intercepts the cowl lip. Choice of the
_nternsl cowl angle flees the postlton of cowl shock
_eptngonont of the centerbody surface. The length and
contouE of the compression surface on the cowl beyond the
cowl lip is dotsrnlnsd by the selection o_ the couterbody
surface length. Ltj surface flom anglo, s2, and Rach numhe_
Ha. The cente_body surface st length Lt is contoured such
that the Cowl lip shock and cowl compression fan
canceled over this length of centsrhody surface, asurface

re

flow angle, m2, and Rach numbmr, Ht, describe the exit flow
conditions on tim conterhody surface of length Lt. The
final Hach number, Ht, £s in nest cases the throat Hach
number. The short length of contoured 8urfacm over this
compression region is generally used as the location of the
conte rbody bleed slot for boundary layer control ahead of
the inlet throat.

In general, a distorted throat Hach number profile
exists due to over-expansion oF over-cosp_ession on the cowl
surface ahead of the throat. The progrna only satisfies the
specified conditions of Lto m2, and Ht on the ce_terbody
surface. However. a uniform profile at the throat can
easily be obtained by rmcontouring the aft portion of the
second cone surface and the cowl surface ahead of the
throat.

Because of the several independent variables that are
used to design d bicone inlet, its alrfloe capabilities can
be varied to match engine requirements. _esults of a
parametric study in the variation cf these paraceters is
sheen in figures _. 5, and 6. In this study, only three
parueters were varied, first cone angle 61, second cone
angle d2. and internal cowl lip angle el. The remaining
parameters were assigned fixed values: length of compression
surface to throat, Lt, is 0.1 of the cowl lip rad_us;
centsrbody murface throat angle, s2. Is -3 degrees;
centerbody surface throat each number, He, _s 1.30| and
local free etrnne Nach number. He. _s 2,32. FO_ f_gu_es 5
and 6, the _ntornal cowl lip angle, ml, was fixed at 2
degrees. A study on the effect of Internal cowl angle for a
b£cone inlet is p_esented in reference 7.

Vawietions of the first cone angle, second cone angle,
and £ntetnnX cowl lip angle on the theoretical inviscid
to[eiffel eh_k pressure recovery is shown _n figure _.
Results skew that the smaller the amount of shock flow
tung  equiredp the better the pressure recove=y,
However, coJp_onises nQet be considered before the final

i I
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parameter aale_lool ace RUde. Per eonapla, the necessary

increase in throat area that Is needed to satisfy engine
requirements must he considered. Ales, considerations o_
low cowl save drag would tend to favor the lover cowl

_i anglos.j_

!i Increases £n available throat aria for bicona
_ collapsing centerbody _nleto As sheen An figure 5. If the

! second cone As liaited to collapsing to only the first cone
angle, then large throat variation would favor the lower

4

I' initial cone angles and higher second angles. However, if
i the second cone could collapse to .6 of the centarbody

,i th_oat ra_us as a possible practical IAait, independent of
:i the fArst cone value, then the previous restriction could be

../ ignored. 111 parametric curves then collapse to the single

i!i line-dash-lane cuL_e shown and thus throat area increase As

limited to selection of second cone angle. _a the second

cone angle As increased, providing sore external
compression, less _ntecnal Compression free cowl turning is
requ_=ed. This results in a larger cowl radius at the
throat and provides a larger throat area with the oenterbody
collapsed.

In a similar aanne=, consideration of the _nherent
collapsed contarbody _nlet contraction ratio, for blouse
inlets, aunt be nude as sheen An _Agure 6 which presents the

translation. The contraction ratio is defined hare as the J
inlet throat areas Its divided by the cowl lip flow area. !/

-.4 Ac. rot SC_R applications, starting inlet Rach nuabers of I;
_ 1.6 have been the norm. again, when the second cone• . collapses only to the first cone value, low first cone

_ngles and high second cone angles favor the lowe= starting
:h numbers, collapsing the second cone beyond the first

cone angle, curve cha_acterized by line-dash-line curve.
permits selection of higher first cone angles. Byes in this
case, the ohoLce of second cone angles nest be high
(app:ozinately 18 degrees) to satisfy the starting 8ach
number of 1.6.

However. son relief in required area ratio for
starting _nch nunbe_ is _dantified in reference 8 and shown
in f_gure ?. A sketch in f_gure ? shows the flow aechaniaa
by which inlet otartLng Ls effectsd. A favorable flow
separation on the cone, caused by the strong shock boundary
layer interaction, changes the floe area ratios to one
acceptable for inlet starting. The centorbody bleed slot
aids in reattaching the separated flow to the centerbody.
The shaded area on the curye represents experimentally
deters/ned Anlet starting area ratios. If inlet starts at
Rach 1.6 a_e desired an area rat_o of .87 rather than .89
would be required. ?hL8 permits selection of second cone
angles down to 16.5 degrees when collapsing beyond'the

1978019182-TSA08
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£nitial cone angle, figure 6.

BICOH-INLET VCg NATCflZNG

a bacons inlet designed for cruise at _ach 2.32 is
presented and compared with representative VCZ airflow
requiressnt8. Values of the parameters selected for the
design are shown in figure 8. The design bacons combination
_s 10 degrees and 1e.5 degrees with an internal cowl angle
of 2 degrees end n centerbody surface angle at the throat
exit of -3 degrees. To obtain a uniforn throat Mash number
the aft port,on of the second cone surface ahead of the cowl
shock imp_agesent was recontoured to accelerate the flov
near the cowl. The oospress£on fan fI:s the cowl extended
across the centerbody bleed slot shone length was selected
as .1 of the cowl lip radius. The resulting supersonic
diffuser length f_om cow_ lip to the throat is .39 cowl lip
dinneters. Centerbody support struts were not included in
the subsonic diffuse= design. For this exaaplew the second
cone collapses only to _he first cone angle. With the
second cone collapsed_ a well defined internal flow passage
is ms±stained. Inlet starting Math nusbe_ got this _cone
_nlst design is Much 1.6 (kth/lo= .87) because of the
favorable flow separation defined earlier.

An estinate of the bicone inlet0s pressure recovery
schedule is presented in figure 9. The total shock losses
were obtained by adding the _erm£nal norsal shock loss to
the oblique shock losses from the method of characteristics
computer progrn_. Subsonic diffuser losses are based on a
computer progran and experisental data of references 9 and
10. Losses due to throat flow and shock position a;G based
on past expor£anoe. Di££uner losses £or unetarted inlet
operation at speeds below Mash 1.6 were adjusted from the
normal shook lOJJ to _et the pressure reentry schedule
used by one contractor in the 8O_R program based upon the
experimental results presented Ln refarenoea 11 and 12.

Based on the pressure raoovery |ohadule of _£gure 9 and
assuming a throat Mash number o_ .8 for unstartad inlet trans-
onic operation, airflow and mama flow 8ohed_les were oalculated
for the bisons inlet and presented in figure 10. Three VCE air-
flow schedules are also shown and compared with the air supply
of the b£cona inlet. The _B_I/_II-B9 and the p_w VBCB 50_B are
the _8t reoen_ly de,Lead Mash number 2.4 SCAR engines. _hey
were designed _o mmteh typical _rans]ating oenterbody inlets.
The GE21/_9-BI. which i| an earlier defined double bypass engine,
did not Incorporate the £eproved teohnology features of the
GE21/311-19 such al_ hLgher oruisa air_low_ reduced levels of
turbine cooling air, Improved fan and compressor effloiencies,
etc. &ir_low requirements o! the GE21/39-BI
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engAae, vkiok £noo_po_aten n 20 percent high flea front tsar

are satisfied by tke bLoone ln_e_. |noose a_cflov auppl_ed ,_' by the b/cone Ln_ot over the zequi:emeata of the sz21/a9 el ;
engine represents additional ep/llage drag. ?hie epLllaQe i
d=ag can be reduced v/th a undone tenant of centecbody
tranelatico, yet the other tee engines, a bicoae inlet 1

eatAmtcould be designed shack would y these engine
requirements by selecting nonbAsiC.team of first and second
cone angles to obtain the proper throat urea variation. :n
general, the bLccoe collapsing ceaterbody inlet offers the
opportunity to design VCB's vLth high of£ design airflow i
with efficient inlet-engine aatching.

sou various operating andes of the bLcoae inlet are
shown An figure 11. During cruise, inlet operation is veil
defined, figure 11(a). Off design operation can incorporate
a variety of ceat_cbody varAatAons. Xf a nodest aaouat o_
translation is peraited, approzLeately .q of acovl lap
dianete= to elAninate any internal coat=action, inlet throat
area and spillage drag can be controlled over a wlde range
for islet satch£ag and isprove propulsion syeten
perforeance.

Mkthout centerbedy translatica and for eta:ted inlet
of£ dqaign operation between Hach 1.6 and 2.32, the
centerbody collapses on a schedule that maintains the cowl
sboc_ at the forsard edge of the centerbody bleed slot,

._, figure 11(b). Oaatartad islet operation, with the second
cone collapsed to the first cone value o: beyond, i8 shown
in figure 11(c). Because of the inherent internal
contraction, the teraiaal shock stands ahead of the cowl lip
and the excess airflow ia spilled behind the normal shock
resulting in higher spillage drag.

M£th the additional feat,re of translation, the
following operational nodes abe possible, additional
airflow spillage through the second cone oblique shock is
possible with translation for off design started inlet
operation, figure 11(d). A diEfereat second cone collapsing
schedule would be used 8o that the cowl shock cousins at the
forward edge of the centerbody blood slot. For uastacted
inlet operation, with the centerbody translated, the throat
area could _ varied with the second cone to prowled the
deaA_ed engine alr_lov reguireaents while eaintaining the
hemal shock on the cowl lip for sLninue spillage drag
values, £igure 11(e).

Theoretical transonic spillage drag coefficieat la
calculated for the collapsed centerbody (collapsed to the
facet cone value) with and without translation fc: uaatarted
/slot operation and with an asoummed thEo_t Hucb number of
.8. For off design started ope=ation, caloulations yore
nude only for the scheduled collapsing centerbody. Spillage
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drag coefficient was calculated far the inlet design
doac=ibsd in figure 8 using the methods of role=once 13.
The results are p=osentod in figure 12.

Theoretical d_ag coefficients a_o based on inlet
airflos schedule. Cowl wave d_ag, nacelle friction d_ag,
and the drag ass_intsd with the additional bypass or
spillage requlrsd to aatch an engine a_a not included in the
calculations. The total drag re= eta=ted inlet operation is
aada up of the obliges shook spillage and bleed flow. Two
percent of the capture airflow was used as bleed flow for
the off design started inlet operation. Bleed drag was not
included fo_ unstarted inlet operation. Because of the very
low bleed floe =egui.sd the cruise bleed drag is very low.
Duriing off design started inlet operation, both bleed and
spillage drag resale low. eitb no canterbody translation
the unetarted inlet spillage drag values increase due to
spillage behind a normal shock caused by internal
contraction. However, with a modest anount of centerbody
translation, transonic spillage d_ag is reduced
significantly (more than one-half) for the uastarted inlet
operation by spilling the extra flow wlth the. cone
supersonic flow field. Experimental transonic spillage drag
data, for a non-translated and translated centarbody
reported in zete=encea 1_ and 15, are for _ bicone inlet
vlth a 10 degree first cone angle and alnulctlng the second
cone collapsed to the first cone value. Comparison of the
theoretical calculations vlth the expeEinental data shows
good agreement for both translated and non-translated
oenterbodlea during unstartsd inlet operation.

An example of experimental bic0ne inlet parforaanoe at
cruise and off design supersonic started inlet operation was
reported in reference _. The inlet of reference _ was
designed for a c_uise Mach number of 2.5 and employed a 12.5
degree and 18.5 degree bicone cents=body configuration, !
figure 13. The initial internal cowl angle van 2 degrees
and the centerbody boundary layer yes controlsd by a
centerbody bleed slot positioned ahead of the inlet throat_
It van deteEmil_ed that cowl bleed was not required for this
inlet configuration.

Exparlnntal performance of this inlet Is shown for
operation at Bach 2.5 and 2.0, figure 1_. The lnlst'a
pressure recovery is p_asented as a function of bleed sans
flow ratio. At the design free stream each nuabor of 2.5e
the peak pressure recovery was .g05 at a bleed nasa flow
Earls of about .02, figure l_(a). The canterbody exit area

was maintained constant for all data with open eyebola.Inlet bleed eaaa flay wan va=ted by rasotely changing the

st:ut butte:fly valves .hiGh controlled the bleed exit area. 'qNith the saxiaus bleed exit a_ea available. 5 percent of the
inlet capture ease flow ratio was =eeoved providing the

__ . : ±:_ .... _ "_ .......
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potential for an operating margin betore an inlet unsta_t.
l'h_ peak p_eaeure recovery du_in_ thia o_s_atio_; was .g15.

It_Let pe_fo_a4nce _or a COllapsed VeCSi_,(t 05 th_
,._;;t_cbody at H=ch 2.0 opecation Ls nhQv_ i:_ _igure 1;(b).
I+aak inlet performance fo_ the _ixed si_Im_s b_eed exit _te_
was .g_o with only .01_ bleed seas flos radio. Va_iatlon of
the bleed exit area increased bleed mass flov ratio to .045
and provided a measure of inlet stability at this bach
,,mheE. The _rk_sure recovery increases to about .9S wlth
the increased ceaterbody bleed.

Inlet performance over an angle-of-at[aok range is
_hown An figure 1,(c). The angle-of-attack operation is
p_esented for both minimum and maximum centerhody bleed exit
_eas. _t s constant csntarbody bleed, m_ _low ratio o_
.0_I, the maximum a_gle-of-attack sas 2.55 degrees _or
_;upercritical operation. For critical inlet operation, that
is, inlet operation w_th the terminal shock in the throat at
_e_o degree angle of attack, the angle-of-attack before an
• nlet unstart was 1.7_ degrees. This was increased to ,.17
_egrees, for c_ittcal inlet operation, by increasing
centerbody baaed which relieves overcoapressiou in the
th_oat region due to angle-of-attack operation. The maximum
_nstart aagle-o_-attack that was attained during
supe_critlcal operation was 6.05 degrees _or full open bleed
exit area. all the above angle of attack data were obtained
_t the design centerbody position.

Steady state distortion (based on ,8 tube compressor
,_y) at an angle-of-attack of 6.85 degree was .305.
Although the inlet demonstrated a relatively _arge
,,ngle-of-attack range when using increased centerbody bleed,
distortion may he a limiting factor. Consideration o_ the
,seful angle-of-attack range of any inlet must include the
JLstortion sennitivlty of the partlculat engin_ to which it
_s coupled.

COHCLUD2_G R_aR_S

Variable geometry features on axisymmet_ic inlets
_i_nsd f_r supersonic cruise operation are requi_ed tu
_et the airflow demands of conventional and varlable-cycle
iet _,nginea. Unless the jet engine operat_ with ITS
(tnw:_se throttle schedul_) inlet_ with a t_anslatlng

,_nterbody or a translating canterbody with centeEbody \
,_xiliaty Inletm have difficulty meeting the ai_11ow demands
_h_ring portions of transonic operation. _ slngls con_
,:ollapsing centerbody could easily meet all The demand_ of
,,_,_st turbine engines. _owever, the practicality of this
_'.ncspt has proved to be doubtful.

i , , , .+ , , )
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Th£e _per ham presented a vnz£et_on of the eollnps£mg _
comte:boar concept that appea=e to be fenn£ble end could z_
prov£de higher airflov at off den£gn flight mpeode. Very
lov bleed _oguLcoeent8 eeeoo_tted v£th lov overall vetted i
area veto demonstrated fo_ cru£ee and off design opecat_on.
9y collaps£ng the Lnlet second cone to the 10 degree Ln£tLtl
cone anglo, the £nlet should start at n Nach numbs= of 1.6.
W£th addLt£onal cents=body ¢ollupe_ng and /or t=nnslatLon,

I oven lover nta=t£ng Hach numbers should be roached.
Thee=maLta1 prnd£ctlonn fo= transonic np£11age d_ag appear
to be :ensemble fo= the collapsed cute=body. When a
modest amount of translatLon £s provided, trnnsonLc sp£11age
d=ag £s =educed by more than one half and £s about the same
an the translat£ng n£ngle cone £nlet. CompacLnons of the
theorst£cal p=ed*ctLonn v£th 1letted exper£mental data shove
good agceement. The b£cono collaps£n9 comte=body £nlet
concept offezn the oppo=tuA£ty to desLgn VCEos v£th h£gh off
design ope=at£on a_flov and prov£ds fo= better, more
eff£c£ent £nlet-sng£ne satch£n9. Fu=thor exau£nat£on of
thLs £nlet concept £s dnn£cable to document £tn potentially
dna4_able featu=n over the nntlre Math rang e.
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t4. Abstract

A_flow chararlerletios oi variable cycle euilines (YCE) destllned for Much 3.33 can have
transonic Itieflow requirements an high u 1.6 times the cruise ;drflew. Thin is s formid&ble

requlremee_ _or conventional, high per_ormJmce, axlsymmet_lc, tranelat_nS ceeterbody mixed

compression inlets. An alternate inlet is defined, where the record cone of a two cone center-

body colinpees to the initial cone angle to provide a large off-design airflow capability, and

incorporates modut ceute_body tranel_tinn to mSnimize mp_Ue_edrag. Emtimatem st transonic

spllisge dras are competitive with those of conventional tran=latlns centerbody inlets. The /
inlet'e crnlee pedormanee e_h_btte very low bleed requirements with good recovery and h_h

/anSk of attack capability.
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